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QUESTION 1

You have been working with a customer of a Unified VNX. The customer is storing a very large number of files in a
single file system that originally was 12 TB in size. File level deduplication was turned on for this file system, using fast
file compression. This resulted in a compression rate of 33%. 

You expanded the file system 28 days ago. The extra capacity was used immediately to store more files, making the
total size 16 TB. You then changed the file deduplication from fast to deep file compression, but kept all other settings at
their defaults. 

The Customer has asked you to explain why the compression rate for the file system is now 36%. They had hopes of a
compression rate around 45%. 

What can you tell the customer? 

A. Only the new 4 TB of data is compressed, using deep compression. 

B. Deduplication will first take place 30 days after last access of the file. 

C. The maximum size of the file system has been met, so deduplication cannot run on the last 4 TB of files. 

D. The Data Mover is too heavily utilized for the deduplication job to run. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A storage administrator is finishing up some cabling in the production data center and notices that there is a flashing
yellow LED light for a port on a Cisco IPS module. What does this indicate? 

A. There is a fault. 

B. The link is down. 

C. The link is disabled. 

D. Beaconing is enabled for the port. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer requires an asynchronous DR solution for an NFS-only client environment. The customer wants the solution
to be simple to implement. It was recommended they create a single NIS domain, and use several NIS servers to
provide centralized authentication to the NFS clients at both the source and destination sites. The customer asks you
whether they should consider using VDMs in this environment. What do you advise? 

A. VDMs would offer no advantages to this environment. 

B. VDMs allow VMWare integration of NFS service environments. 
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C. VDMs eliminate the need for Usermapper in NFS environments. 

D. VDMs allow for assignment of specific CPUs to a NFS server. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer plans to use Incremental SAN Copy (ISC) to migrate data between two EMC VNX. They attempt to create a
SAN Copy session from a source LUN, but are unable to create the session. Which is the most likely cause for this SAN
Copy session behavior? 

A. The source LUN is a SnapView snapshot LUN. 

B. The source LUN is already being replicated to a destination LUN. 

C. The source and destination LUNs are not the same RAID type. 

D. The SAN Copy session is not running on a MirrorView port. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer needs to deploy an EMC RecoverPoint/SE cluster. 

What is the minimum required count of RecoverPoint Appliances (RPAs) per cluster? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 4 

D. 8 

Correct Answer: B 
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